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The contents of this report constitute technical advice provided by the
staff and external experts of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
to the authorities of Somalia (the “TA recipient”) in response to their
request for technical assistance. This report (in whole or in part) or
summaries thereof may be disclosed by the IMF to IMF Executive
Directors and members of their staff, as well as to other agencies or
instrumentalities of the TA recipient, and upon their request, to World
Bank staff and other technical assistance providers and donors with
legitimate interest, unless the TA recipient specifically objects to such
disclosure (see Operational Guidelines for the Dissemination of
Technical Assistance Information—
http://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2013/061013.pdf).
Disclosure of this report (in whole or in part) or summaries thereof to
parties outside the IMF other than agencies or instrumentalities of the
TA recipient, World Bank staff, other technical assistance providers
and donors with legitimate interest shall require the explicit consent
of the TA recipient and the IMF’s Monetary and Capital Markets
Department.
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PREFACE
At the request of the Central Bank of Somalia (CBS), a Monetary and Capital Markets
(MCM) Department mission visited Kampala, Uganda during March 10–21, 2018 to assist
the authorities in developing proper frameworks for internal auditing and accounting to bring
them toward internationally accepted norms. Training sessions were conducted on relevant
topics. 1
The mission met with members of the internal audit and accounting teams. The mission
wishes to thank the CBS for their cooperation, productive discussions, and enthusiasm to
learn new topics and apply new skills. The mission is also very appreciative of the logistical
support provided by Ms. Fowzia Ibrahim of the Somalia Resident Representative office
located in Nairobi, Kenya.
The report’s key takeaways and recommendations, which are reflected in the Executive
Summary, were discussed and agreed upon with the participants during the mission. The
participants also held discussions with their management and the governor post-mission, who
also agreed to these action items.

1

Ms. Wen led the internal audit training sessions and Ms. Rawlings led the accounting training sessions.
Mr. Garcia Hernando provided accounting expertise.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The CBS has taken steps to establish important pillars of a proper policy framework
for financial reporting, auditing, and internal controls by approving the Internal Audit
and Audit Committee Charters and is committed to address the remaining
shortcomings in these areas. The Internal Audit Department (IAD) has made progress by
initiating risk assessments of the various CBS business units and recruiting an Information
Technology (IT) professional to join the team. The Accounting and Finance Department
(AFD) is making progress in implementing accrual accounting, and accounting for foreign
exchange operations (International Accounting Standard (IAS) 21), and has created a new
role of Reconciliation Officer to ensure all cash transactions are recorded properly. However,
the IAD functions without a director, which places the internal audit staff at a severe
disadvantage to other departments and limits their authority to effectively implement their
program. Also, while the mission team has stressed the importance of adopting International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) during this mission and the previous mission, the CBS
has not formally indicated that it will adopt this framework. 2 High priority recommendations
were made to address these shortcomings. See Table 1 for homework assignments and high
priority tasks. 3
The mission was pleased to learn that the accounting team is making progress in
implementing certain IFRS standards as applicable to their operations, and that the
new Oracle system is expected to go live in April 2018. Technical issues related to the
implementation of IAS 21 were discussed and resolved, and instructions were provided
regarding certain central bank activities not specifically addressed by the IFRS; namely,
accounting for gold holdings and the IMF accounts. The mission adopted a forward-looking
approach by covering accounting for future operations such as currency in circulation. The
components of an IFRS transition plan to adopt IFRS in its entirety as applicable to central
banks (i.e., roadmap) and the need to develop such a roadmap were also reviewed and
discussed.
The assets and liabilities related to the IMF accounts, a key component of a central
bank’s financial statements, are not recognized, which significantly decreases the
transparency regarding the CBS’s operations and true financial condition. As a result,
the financial statements are less reliable and meaningful for users, including the IMF. It is
unclear whether the external auditors are aware of the absence of these accounts; however, if

2

Post-mission, on May 19, the governor, who is also the Chairman of the Board, signed a proposal to
implement IFRS and on May 26 established an IFRS team to undertake the implementation project.
3

These missions are designed to address shortcomings in the accounting and internal audit frameworks which
are part of Somalia’s financial sector roadmap.
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so, this issue should be brought to their attention during audit discussions. 4 The mission
provided general instructions on how to account for IMF transactions, explained the
importance of recognizing all assets and liabilities that meet the definition under a credible
accounting framework and recommended that Somalia’s financial position with the Fund be
presented on the CBS’ balance sheet. 5
No formal accounting policies exist that would shape the accounting framework and
provide consistent guidance for implementing IFRS. The accounting policy manual is a
vital component of an accounting framework. The mission discussed the components of a
robust accounting policy and provided instructions on how to draft such a policy. To practice
these skills, the mission and the CBS accounting team worked collaboratively in the
preparation of four draft policies, and as homework, the CBS accounting team was requested
to prepare formal draft policies.
The CBS has made solid progress in establishing the internal audit and internal control
infrastructure in the past six months. In March 2018, the Board of Directors (BoD)
formally approved the Audit Committee Charter and the Internal Audit Charter as proposed
during the last mission in September 2017. The approval of these two charters establishes an
appropriate policy framework to strengthen the CBS’s financial reporting, auditing
mechanism, and internal controls. In addition, the internal audit team has increased their
knowledge of the risk-based auditing methodology by completing the majority of their
homework assignments. The team needs to continue to practice the methodology by
completing the risk assessments of the remaining eight business processes, and start the audit
fieldwork of financial controls in accordance with the audit program collaboratively
developed during this mission. The internal audit team will also increase its capacity by
adding a new IT professional, who was scheduled to join the team in April 2018.
However, the internal audit team is still without a director, which places them at a
disadvantage to other departments. As a result, the team faces resistance from other
business departments and is excluded from the management communication loop. As a high
priority, the mission recommends that the CBS governor appoint a director to lead the
internal audit team and represent the Audit Department. The mission also recommends that
the governor approve: (i) the proposed internal audit manual and the internal audit strategy
note; (ii) a flatter organization structure of the IAD to mobilize the limited auditing

4

5

By recognizing the IMF accounts, the impact would be a net effect of SDR 224 million.

Articles 36 and 37 of the CBS law indicate that the central bank is the fiscal agent for the government and acts
as a depository for currency holdings owned by the IMF. The mission assumes that the institutional
arrangements are such that the CBS recognize all assets and liabilities regarding their membership in the IMF
and Special Drawing Rights department and loan obligations on the balance sheet.
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resources; and (iii) additional budgetary resources to obtain a group membership of the
Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA).
Specific assignments were agreed with the CBS staff and are listed in Table 1 with
corresponding suggested deadlines. Ongoing communication will be maintained to provide
the CBS staff with timely guidance as needed.
Table 1. Assignments and Recommendations for Internal Audit and
Accounting

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10

11

12
13

14

Assignment or Recommendation
Governor/Board of Directors/Audit Committee
Issue formal commitment to adopt IFRS. (High Priority)
Appoint a director to lead and manage the IAD. (High Priority)
Senior Management
Approve the five potential audits proposed by the internal audit team.
Circulate the Internal Audit Charter approved by the BoD to raise
awareness of internal audit within the CBS.
Approve the proposed Internal Audit Manual (follow-up of a previous
recommendation).
Provide budgetary support for the internal audit team to obtain a group
membership to the IIA (or IIA Kenya).
Internal Audit
Continue to complete the risk assessment of the remaining six
auditable entities (e.g., business processes) included in the audit
universe.
Prepare an Audit Notification for the audit of financial controls.
Prepare the Terms of Reference (ToR) of the audit of financial controls
for the kick-off meeting with the CBS auditees.
Complete the fieldwork of the audit of financial controls in accordance
with the auditing program collaboratively developed by the IMF and
CBS team.
Accounting
Draft accounting policies for IAS 21, Property, Plant, and Equipment
(PP&E), Accruals, Currency in Circulation, and Gold Holdings; and
assign someone to be incharge of the Accounting Manual to prepare
initial drafts of policies, maintain the manual, etc.
Develop transition plan and roadmap for IFRS implementation including
deadlines for each phase.
Complete the Gap analysis started in the first mission including
calculating the financial impact on CBS financial statements of adopting
IFRS.
Identify new operations that will be conducted by the CBS in the future
that will need to be accounted for properly under IFRS.

Timeline
By next mission
June 30, 2018
June 30, 2018
June 30, 2018
June 30, 2018
June 30, 2018

By next mission

By next mission
By next mission
By next mission

April-September 2018
April 2018

September 2018
September 2018

September 2018
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
This was the second mission in a series designed to assist the CBS in its
development of formal infrastructures and professional practices for internal audit and
accounting. The first mission took place during September 24–October 5, 2017. 6 The
mission met with the internal audit and accounting teams in Kampala, Uganda, and
discussions focused on application of various international standards and principles related to
internal audit and accounting as applicable to the CBS. 7 Training sessions were conducted
over a two-week period, with the CBS staff participating in discussions and engaging in
group exercises. The training agenda, list of training participants, training materials, guidance
notes, and a matrix describing the content of future missions are included in the Appendices.
II.

INTERNAL AUDIT

A. Progress Since the Previous Mission
2.
The CBS has made solid progress in establishing the audit and internal control
infrastructure in the last six months. In March 2018, the BoD formally approved the
Audit Committee Charter and the Internal Audit Charter proposed during the last mission of
September 2017. The former strengthens the oversight over financial reporting, auditing, and
internal controls, and the latter establishes the authority and independence of internal audit at
the CBS.
3.
In addition, the internal audit team has accomplished the majority of the
assignments proposed by the mission during the last mission. Specifically, these included
assessing the risks of six business processes, identifying one potential audit, and updating the
strategy note of internal audit. See Appendix V for the implementation status of
recommendations (“homework assignment”) of last mission.
B. Accomplishments of this Mission
4.
The internal audit team’s understanding of risk assessment methodology has
improved. First, the mission reviewed and edited the results of the six risk assessments
completed by the internal audit team of the CBS and introduced a cross-checking technique
to the internal auditing team to ensure consistent risk ratings across different business
processes. Second, the mission and the CBS internal audit team agreed to increase the
weights of financial risk and fraud risk factors in the overall risk rating framework to reflect
the fact that almost all of the transactions were conducted in cash at the CBS––a single
6

7

See DMSDR1S-#6335020 for full report.

Both the IAD and the AFD suffer from limited capacity and experience; however, each of the newly recruited
three-member teams is committed to obtaining professional certifications.
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transaction could involve US$3–5 million. Third, the internal audit team led a risk
assessment of the CBS’s governance structure to demonstrate their improved understanding
of risk assessment.
5.
Subject to the approval of the CBS governor, the internal audit team has
identified five potential audits based on the results of their risk assessments. The five
auditable areas include: (i) financial controls over accounting and cash payments; (ii) the
cash handling process, which generates about 90 percent of the CBS’s revenue and delivers
hundreds of millions of cash on behalf of the Somalia government; (iii) the budgeting
process, which lacks budgetary controls of various levels and monitoring; (iv) the SWIFT
process, which directs the transactions between the CBS and its corresponding banks; and
(v) the procurement process. The internal audit team should discuss the five potential audits
and the related risk assessment results with the governor for his approval.
6.
An audit program was developed collaboratively by the mission and the internal
audit team of the CBS for the audit of financial controls over accounting and cash
payments. The rationale of selecting this audit as the first risk-based audit for the CBS
auditing team includes: (i) the CBS overspent last year, partly due to the absence of
budgetary controls over cash payments at transaction level; (ii) the internal audit team could
leverage their previous experience and knowledge to conduct the fieldwork; and (iii) the
audit may serve as a catalyst to drive stronger controls over the CBS accounting. See
Appendix VII for the audit program, which includes an evaluation of the control designs and
testing/auditing procedures on control compliances––the former was accomplished during
the mission; the latter will be carried on by the internal audit team as fieldwork.
C. Challenges and Recommendations
7.
The internal audit team is still without a director, which places them at a
disadvantage to other departments. As a result, the team faces resistance from other
business departments and is excluded from the management communication loop. For
example, the internal audit team has not been represented at the Disciplinary Committee,
which comprises all department heads (directors) to oversee the misconduct of the CBS
staff––misconduct incidents can be good indicators for internal audit on potential fraud or
control deficiency. Ideally, the selected candidate should have the Certified Internal Auditor
(CIA) certification or equivalent qualifications (e.g., Certified Public Accountant, Chartered
Accountant), substantial experience in risk-based auditing methodology, and management
skills. If local talent is limited in this aspect, selected candidates can be hired on condition
they obtain the equivalent certifications in one or two years.
8.
While the Internal Audit Charter has been approved by the BoD, the staff of the
CBS are unaware of this action and its implications for their work. Circulating the
approved Internal Audit Charter within the CBS will promote the IAD and business
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departments will become aware of the internal audit team. It will also strengthen cooperation
before, during, and after the audits. An email has been drafted by the internal audit team on
behalf of the governor to be circulated with the Charter. In addition, the governor should
provide additional budgetary support for the internal audit team to obtain a group
membership of the IIA, which possesses a large knowledge body of auditing and internal
controls, including IIA Standards.
9.
The Internal Audit Manual has been updated with the new risk ratings during
this mission, but it has not been approved. The internal audit team should provide the
governor and the Audit Committee (if possible) an overview of the manual and seek their
approval to make the manual a guide for auditors, and as a reference for business
departments.
10.
Although the internal audit team has made progress in understanding the risk
assessment methodology, they still lack sufficient experience in applying the concepts
and principles consistently. Therefore, it is very important for the internal audit team to
continue practicing and to finish the risk assessment of the remaining six business processes.
Before that, the internal audit team should update the risk ratings and the rationale
documentation for the eight business processes that were reviewed during the mission. 8
11.
The internal audit team should also complete the fieldwork of the audit of
financial controls in accordance with the audit program developed collaboratively
during the mission. Before they start on the fieldwork, the team should circulate an audit
notification to relevant departments and prepare a ToR of the audit to include the audit
objective, scope, approach, duration, and resources before the kick-off meeting. The
components of the audit notification and the ToR have been discussed and listed out during
the mission collaboratively by the mission and the internal audit team.
12.
As a follow-up on the recommendations of the last mission, the internal audit
team should update its organizational structure to reflect a flatter structure. During the
last mission, the mission and the internal audit team agreed that the existing organizational
chart was too hierarchical, considering the small size of the audit team. Therefore, a twolevel organizational structure was recommended for internal audit: director/deputy director at
management level and auditors (including a Risk Officer) at the professional level. The
benefits of the flatter structure include better mobilizing the limited resources and bringing
more exposures for individual auditors for professional growth.

8

The CBS’s internal audit team completed six risk assessments as homework assignments and two risk
assessments during this mission and the previous ones.
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III.

ACCOUNTING

A. Progress Since the Previous Mission
13.
The accounting team has made progress in certain areas since the
September 2017 mission, but capacity is currently constrained by the implementation of
the Oracle system, and several vacancies will continue to exist in the short term. As
suggested by the mission during the first mission, a Reconciliation Officer role has been
created within the AFD, which is designed to ensure that all cash transactions have been
recorded properly with the objective being to reconcile all cash accounts on a monthly basis.
Previously, the AFD did not receive SWIFT messages detailing transaction information; so,
accurate balances could not be maintained. The accounting team is also implementing more
accrual accounting and applying IAS 21 to the transactions conducted in foreign currency,
which are currently limited and only involve the Euro currency.
14.
To address the shortage of staff, the Accounting Department is slowly
expanding, as the governor has hired two new staff to lead the financial reporting and
financial management teams. The department has been reorganized into these two areas,
and the lead accountant has recently been promoted to deputy director. The external recruits
are from Pakistan and Uganda and have Master’s degrees in accounting and five years of
experience. Three additional staff are being recruited for accounting officer roles, which will
increase the total number of staff of the department from 11 to 14. While the increase in staff
is welcome, as the deputy director is stretched in many directions and the Oracle
implementation is consuming many resources, the CBS will need to consider appointing one
person who is able to dedicate the majority of his/her time to be in charge of accouting
reform at the CBS in the near future. This action would become part of a transition plan or
IFRS roadmap (see Para. 20).
15.
The 2015 and 2016 audited financial statements, which will continue to carry a
qualified opinion, have not been issued to date. The mission understands that the delay
appears to be related to receiving confirmations of the CBS’s gold holdings at the Federal
Reserve. To address the qualification, a new appraiser will be hired to conduct an appraisal
for the revaluation of PP&E, as suggested during the first mission. The first mission also
raised concerns regarding the quality of the 2013/2014 external audits and during this
mission, the participants informed the mission team they were not pleased with the audit
quality. Article 48 of the Central Bank Law indicates that auditors should not be appointed
consecutively for a period exceeding three years. During the past few months, the CBS has
interviewed other audit firms; however, due to various reasons, has been unable to rotate
firms. However, a new team of auditors from the current audit firm, including partner and
manager, will be assigned to the CBS 2017 audit.
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16.
No progress has been made on drafting accounting policies for the Accounting
Manual, completing the IFRS Gap analysis, or establishing a fixed asset register. See
status of previous recommendations and assignments in Appendix V.
B. Accomplishments During this Mission
17.
The mission worked collaboratively with the accounting team on developing
initial draft accounting policies. During the first mission, time was devoted to explaining
the importance of drafting and maintaining an Audit Manual, which includes accounting
policies. During this mission, the accounting team was eager to commence work and agreed
that a manual will serve various needs, including: (i) providing guidance to new and existing
staff; (ii) supporting consistent accounting application; and (iii) specifying procedures for
recording accounting entries. To this end, the mission spent two days discussing the
components of a high-quality accounting policy, and demonstrating how the policies used for
the manual could also serve as a basis for the accounting policy notes in the financial
statements. The accounting team thoughtfully considered an outline and major points to
include for their foreign exchange operations (IAS 21) and PP&E. The mission also led them
through the thought process for drafting policies for gold holdings and currency in
circulation. The mission also suggested that the accounting team discuss the operations and
related transactions with the relevant departments prior to drafting the policy, so that the
AFD would increase its understanding of the activities.
18.
The accounting team’s exposure to the IMF accounts has been limited; thus,
another focus of this mission included a review of the accounting and a discussion
regarding the CBS’s current IMF balance sheet position. 9 The IMF accounts are not
recognized on the CBS’s financial statements, which is a significant deviation from standards
under any credible accounting framework, as a central bank’s relations with the IMF give
rise to assets and liabilities. It is unclear whether discussions with the auditors during the
2013/2014 and the 2015/2016 audits included the IMF accounts. The mission guided the
accounting team through the various debit and credit entries related to the IMF transactions
and recreated the balance sheet positions. Future missions would benefit from further
discussions explaining the linkages with the IFRS. 10 As of January 31, 2018, the CBS’s IMF
accounts reflect approximately US$155 million in assets and US$479 million in liabilities.
See Appendix VI for an illustration of the balance sheet position reflecting IMF accounts.
9

Per Articles 36 and 37 of The Central Bank of Somalia Act Law No. 130 of April 22, 2011, the CBS is both
the fiscal agent and acts as a depository for the for currency holding owned by the IMF and as such, should
present Somalia’s financial position in the Fund in their balance sheet. This is the general practice with IMF
member’s central banks.

10

While the accounting for the IMF operations is not addressed specifically by the IFRS, the substance of the
transactions is supported by IFRS standards. For example, IFRS 9 and 13 and IAS 21 may be applied to IMF
quota, borrowings, Special Drawing Rights holdings and allocations, and the currency valuation adjustments.
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19.
Implementing the IFRS is a significant challenge for central banks as it takes
time and resources. To assist the CBS in adopting an organized approach in establishing an
accounting framework aligned with the IFRS, the mission spent time reviewing IFRS 1
requirements, including a separate discussion on designing a proper roadmap for the
transition. Most central banks find that a roadmap with deadlines is useful to guide them
through the transition. On average, an IFRS conversion for central banks takes about
3–5 years, and it can be approached and managed similarly to other large-scale projects such
as the Oracle implementation.
20.
Understanding the various impacts on adopting the IFRS is critical in order to
be able to take action and mitigate risks in the adoption of a new accounting
framework. Developing a detailed Gap analysis will provide valuable insights into the
financial, IT, and processes impact. Certain CBS staff were quite eager to move from the
current fragmented approach to one that is organized and includes deadlines. 11 The roadmap
would include three major components: the policy decision, the transition plan, and resources
(see Appendix XI for presentation). The policy decision would involve the CBS issuing a
statement indicating that the IFRS will be implemented (see Para. 25); the transition plan
would include conducting a Gap analysis of the financial impact and the IT and processes
impact on adopting the IFRS; and the resources component would include obtaining support
from various stakeholders, including the external auditors and management. 12
21.
The CBS accounting team is making progress implementing IAS 21 The Effects
of Changes In Foreign Exchange Rates; however, they are encountering certain issues
related to Euro translations that were discussed and resolved during the mission.
Currently, Somalia’s functional currency is the US dollar and the CBS maintains most of its
accounts in US dollar in foreign banks; however, they also conduct a few transactions in
Euros through their Euro accounts in foreign banks. 13 The IAS framework provides guidance
to restate operations conducted in a foreign currency into the functional currency. For the
CBS, the Euro transactions must be restated into US dollar equivalents before they can be
recorded. 14 The accounting team questioned how to calculate the value of Euro holdings
when translating their Euro operations into US dollars, as well as how to calculate the gains
or losses on the transactions. Foreign exchange gains or losses are recognized when a sale (or
11

The roadmap is based on the IFRS Foundation Recommended Action Plan.

12

A Gap analysis was started during the first mission.

13

Somalia will issue their own national currency in the future and the volume of transactions in other
currencies, including those related to investment activities, will most likely increase.
14

Consideration under the IAS framework is given to whether the operations are connected to monetary or to
non-monetary items. For the CBS, the main concern related to monetary items as the number of transactions
with non-monetary items is small.
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OUT) of foreign currency is made or at any balance sheet date when translation from Euro to
US dollar is required.
22.
The mission explained the fundamentals of IAS 21 and presented different
alternatives to determine the cost of the foreign currencies, following IAS 2, Inventories.
The mission recommended the average weighted cost method be used in the determination of
the cost of Euro holdings, and the results of the purchases and sales of foreign currencies.
The average weighted cost method will provide the accounting team with a clear and
relatively simple approach to control the operations in foreign currency. To assist the
accounting team in developing an accounting policy in this area, the mission prepared a
series of documents that describe the average weighted cost method and include examples of
journal entries and explanatory notes. See Appendix IX.
23.
The mission adopted a forward-looking approach and discussed the accounting
associated with the CBS’s future operations related to issuing a national currency.
Currently, Somalia does not have official shilling banknotes in circulation; however,
counterfeit banknotes that have been printed in the shadow market are circulating in the
country and these notes are outside the control of the CBS. Nevertheless, the CBS is engaged
in some residual cash handling with the counterfeit notes, which involve deposits and
withdrawals by the same clients. No US dollars are swapped for shillings. 15 Somalia is
undergoing currency reform, and while the CBS is not currently issuing banknotes, there are
plans to issue banknotes in the near future. Therefore, the mission spent time reviewing the
accounting for Currency in Circulation (CIC), which is a core activity for a central bank. The
CIC lifecycle involves many stages, and proper accounting is required during each stage
except the printing stages.
24.
While the IFRS does not cover central bank operations related to CIC
specifically, there is common understanding in the industry regarding the recording of
basic transactions. IAS 8 provides support for the development of an accounting policy that
is relevant and reliable, so the CBS will be able to develop their own policy to reflect their
own practices. 16 Developing a proper accounting policy as well as a very strong system of
internal controls for the different stages of the currency lifecycle will be critical for the CBS
going forward. Prior to developing such a policy, it would be advantageous for the
15

The counterfeit banknotes will represent a loss and an adjustment to equity when the CBS withdraws them
from circulation, so the conversion process should be very short; otherwise, it will be difficult for the CBS to
control the continued circulation of the counterfeit banknotes.
16

Banknotes have characteristics of both assets (IAS 16) and inventories (IAS 2); however, in the absence of a
specific IFRS standard that applies to a transaction, IAS 8 allows management to use its judgement in
developing and applying an accounting policy that results in information that is relevant and reliable and
reflects the economic substance of the transaction.
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accounting team to discuss the CIC lifecycle with the Cash Management Department and
with the CIC operations team to ensure their understanding of each process. Both sides
would benefit in these discussions. 17 See Appendix VIII for the detailed Accounting
Guidance Note on CIC.
C. Challenges and Recommendations
25.
While the CBS law provides for the IFRS to be followed by the central bank, no
implementing accounting policy statement has been issued by the BoD, Audit
Committee, or Management. 18 The CBS management is responsible for the preparation,
presentation, and integrity of the CBS’s financial statements; for the appropriateness of the
accounting principles and reporting policies that are used by the CBS; and for establishing
and maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting. This includes establishing
an accounting framework and policies. 19 Issuing an accounting statement policy would
establish a fundamental pillar of the accounting infrastructure. Discussions regarding this
type of action were held with the accounting team and the mission understands that
management has expressed interest in joining with other stakeholders in the country to
further discuss the most appropriate accounting framework for the country to adopt. 20
Pursuing this path could be quite lengthy and complex, with no guarantee of achieving any
results in a timely manner. The CBS is functioning without a credible accounting framework,
and waiting for consensus to be achieved throughout the country would not be effective or
efficient. In addition, this statement forms a vital element of the overall roadmap for IFRS
adoption and accounting manual discussed in Para. 17. The mission recommends that the
CBS move forward with the implementation of IFRS and issue an accounting policy
supporting the law.
26.
Without documented accounting policies, the accounting framework and team
suffer. Formal documentation of accounting policies and procedures can assist organizations
to ensure accountability and consistency in daily transactions, and for financial reporting.
The policies offer a solid framework to follow, so the CBS may adhere to the right structure
17

For example, the central bank may use single or multiple vaults for storing banknotes and CIC accounting for
the currency that is returned from circulation will differ depending on whether the banknotes are under the
central bank’s control or still considered CIC. If multiple vaults are used, the central bank will need to devise a
system to control the returns.
18

Article 48 of the CBS law indicates that “The Bank shall maintain accounts and records in accordance with
the International Financial Reproting Standards, or other subsequent internationally widely accepted accounting
standards for central banks and other international major financial institutions, to reflect its oeprations and
financial condition.”
19

These responsibilities are set forth in the Audit Committee Charter approved by the BoD in March 2018.

20

Commercial banks are also required by law to follow the IFRS.
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and prepare its financial statements. The policies form key elements of accounting guidance
and reflect the main accounting concepts practiced by the institution. Documented
accounting policies and procedures can be used as a training tool for new staff, and can play
an important role in the event that key financial and administrative employees leave the CBS.
The accounting procedures can also serve to contribute to the design and implementation of
the internal control system. This documentation should be readily available to all staff.
Management is responsible for developing appropriate accounting policies and procedures
and for ensuring proper documentation of the central bank’s policies, procedures, and
controls. Assigning a leader to this project will promote accountability and efficient use of
resources. The mission recommends that senior management appoint one person in charge of
ensuring accounting policies are drafted for the Accounting Manual.
IV.

SUBSEQUENT MISSIONS

27.
The next internal audit mission is scheduled for the second quarter of 2018, and
the next accounting mission is scheduled for the third quarter of 2018. However, this is
dependent on the homework assignments being completed. See Table 1 for Assignments for
Internal Auditing and Accounting.
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Appendix I. Agenda – Internal Audit and Accounting Training
Central Bank of Somalia
Internal Audit Sessions
Date
March
14

15
16

17
18

Session 1
8:30–10:30
Introduction
• Mission objective
• Stocktaking of current
assignments
• Steps taken since
September 2017

Follow up on and Review
• Risk assessment
Audit Planning (including
micro-level risk assessment)
• IIA Standards
• Relevant audit manual
chapters
• Steps
Development of Audit
Program
Development of Audit
Program

Session II
11:00–12:30
Follow up on
• Internal audit charter
• A/C charter
• Organizational Chart
• Strategy note
• Internal audit manual
• International Professional
Practice Framework (IPPF)
knowledge
Follow up on and Review
• Risk assessment
Audit Planning (including
micro-level risk assessment)
• IIA Standards
• Relevant audit manual
chapters
• Steps
Development of Audit
Program
Development of Audit
Program

Session III
2:00–4:00
Follow up on and Review
• Risk assessment (fraud risk
as a key risk factor)

Identification of Potential
Audits
Audit Planning (including
micro-level risk assessment)
• IIA Standards
• Relevant audit manual
chapters
• Steps
Development of Audit
Program
Wrap Up and Assignments

Accounting Sessions
Date
March
17

18

19

20

Session II
11:00–12:30
Stocktaking Continued

Session III
2:00–5:00
IAS 21 Changes in Foreign
Exchange Rates
and Application to the CBS

IAS 21 Changes in Foreign
Exchange Rates
and Application to the CBS

Understanding MOF
accounts: TSA (“Account
21”) and MDA accounts

Drafting Accounting Policies
for the Accounting Manual

Drafting Accounting Policies
for the Accounting Manual

Accounting for Currency in
Circulation
Drafting Accounting Policies
for the Accounting Manual

Components of a robust
policy

Exercise:
Draft accounting policy: PP&E

Drafting Accounting Policies
for the Accounting Manual

Drafting Accounting Policies
for the Accounting Manual

Session 1
9:00–10:30
Introduction and Stocktaking
of Current Assignments and
Steps taken since September
2017
Exercise:
Building a Central Bank
Balance Sheet

Exercise:
Draft accounting policy: Gold
Holdings
Transitioning to IFRS––
IFRS 1 Requirements
Development of a Road Map or
Transition Plan

Exercise:
Exercise:
Draft accounting policy: IAS
Draft accounting policy: IAS 21
21
21
Wrap Up and Assignments
IMF Positions and
IMF Positions and presentation
presentation and impact on
and impact on financial
financial statements
statements
Note: Times are approximate with some areas receiving more or less attention. Topics may vary slightly
depending on current issues.
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Appendix II. Training Participants
Finance and Internal Audit Department
Department
Internal audit
Accounting

Name
3 members comprising of internal audit team.
3 members of the accounting team.

Appendix III. Summary of Proposed Topics to be Covered in Training Missions 1

Internal Auditing Stream

•
•

•
•
•

1

• IFRS Application for
Central Banks
• IFRS Conceptual
Framework
• Accounting Manuals
• Chart of Accounts
• IAS 1
• IAS 16
• IFRS Gap analysis
• Obtaining accurate yearend balances for 2017
• Organizational Structure
Review

•

•

•
•

Mission #2
First Quarter 2018
Issues from Homework,
including the results of risk
assessment conducted by
the CBS of the business
processes included in the
audit universe
Identification of potential
audits for next audit year
based on the results of risk
assessment
Introduction on the microlevel risk assessment
methodology
Development of an audit
program for a specific audit
project

• Issues from homework
Assignments
• Accounting Manuals
continued
• IMF accounts
• Notes to Financial
Statements
• IAS 21
• Key Requirements for
IFRS 1
• Currency in Circulation.
• Golding Holdings

Assumes two week training sessions for each stream for missions #3 and future missions.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission #3
Second Quarter 2018
Issues from homework
assignments.
Review of the risk
assessment results
Critical review of Audit
Program
Review of fieldwork of the
audit of financial controls
and generate an audit
report
Develop 3 year audit plan
Audit Recommendations
Auditing techniques such
as interviewing,
flowcharting, and root
cause analysis
Currency in Circulation
Bank Note Production Cost
Gold Holdings
IMF accounts
Foreign currency
translation
Impact on Equity position
First Time Adoption
IFRS Note Disclosure
Detailed Project Plan

Future Missions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Review audit programs
Audit reporting
Working papers
Follow up on Audit
Recommendations
Controls over central-bankspecific processes
Quality assurance
Fine tuning techniques and
reporting and following up
on recommendations
Internal self-assessment
Identify main gaps in
complying with IPPF and
developing action plans to
close gaps
Review structure of
financial statements
compliance with IFRS
Financial Statement Notes
– accounting policy notes,
risk notes, currency in
circulation notes, fixed
asset notes, etc.
Key Budgeting principles,
financial management and
internal reporting
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Accounting Stream

Mission #1
September/Oct 2017
Basic concepts of internal
control, risk management,
and internal audit
Internal Audit Infrastructure
(internal audit charter, audit
committee charter, internal
audit organizational chart,
and strategy note)
Introduction on the macrolevel risk assessment
methodology
Risk assessment of
business processes;
Development of an audit
universe

Appendix IV. Status of Assignments and Recommendations
Internal Audit
First Mission: September 24–28, 2017
Recommendation or Homework Assignment
Update the proposed internal audit charter with the CBS
circumstances and submit it to governor and Audit and
Governance Committee or the BoD for discussion and
approval.
Update and submit the drafted audit committee charter to the
governor and the Audit and Governance Committee (or the
BoD) for discussion and approval.
Update the organizational chart to reflect a flatter structure to
mobilize the limited resources.
Update and adopt the proposed internal audit manual.

Comments

Completed

The Charter was updated by IAD and approved by BoD in
March 2018.

Completed

The Charter was updated by IAD and approved by BoD in
March 2018.

Revised
Deadline

Not started

June 30, 2018

Underway

June 30, 2018

Completed

Completed

The Strategy Note was updated by IAD and reviewed by
IMF team to verify that it includes the two components
proposed.
The financial control processing (including both financial
reporting and cash payments) was selected
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Update the strategy note to set specific objectives for next
12 months (i) develop the first risk-based annual audit plan; and
(ii) at least one staff sits for the CIA exam.
Selected one auditable entity from the audit universe, complete
the risk assessment in line with proposed internal auditing
manual (Para. 17).
Upon the feedback of the first risk assessment, continue and
finish the risk assessment of all the remaining auditable entities
in the audit universe.
Download and read IIA Standards.

Status

Underway

IAD has completed six out of eighteen auditable entities.

June 30, 2018

Underway

This recommendation is replaced by the recommendation
that the CBS should obtain group membership of IIA to
give internal auditors access to IIA’s knowledge body,
including IIA Standards.

June 30, 2018

Accounting
First Mission: October 1–5, 2017
Recommendation or Homework Assignment
Reconcile all bank statements and SWIFT notifications as of
September 30, 2017 to the cash accounts and prepare and post
adjusting entries if necessary to achieve accurate balances
consistent with bank balances. Continue to reconcile cash
accounts on a monthly basis.
Resolve disagreement regarding the PP&E revaluation between
external auditor and management by proposing to senior
management that the issue is taken to the Audit Committee.
Consider obtaining a new appraisal for land and buildings for
2017.
Calculate the impact on income of adopting IFRS by completing
the IFRS Gap analysis.

Status

Comments

Revised
Deadline
September 2018

Completed

Established new function: Reconciliation Officer.

Underway

Will hire a new appraiser for 2017 after auditor releases
2016; the governor will travel to Kenya and find appraiser
based on external auditors’ recommendations. 2015 and
2016 audit opinions will reflect qualified opinions.

September 2018

Not started

Discussed the components of a road map which includes
a Gap analysis during the second mission in March. See
new assignment.
Practiced skills in drafting accounting policies during the
second mission in March. See new assignment.

September 2018

Created new area in department for asset management
and have hired a new leader. Will establish the register
once the new leader is on board.
Continue to revise chart of accounts as Oracle
implementation moves forward.

September 2018

Underway

Oracle implementation is expected to go live in April 2018.
The second mock run was underway at the time of the
second mission in March.

September 2018

Obtain feedback from users on interface and gaps in data entry.
Draft accounting policies for the Accounting Manual related to
the following areas and submit for review to IMF:

Not started

Reviewed components of an accounting policy during the
second mission and practiced skills by drafting accounting
policies for PP&E and IAS 21. See new assignment.

September 2018

Salary Expenses
Complete organizational chart and allocate 12 resources to
various functions and define tasks.

Completed

Have established a new organizational chart with 14
positions.

Not started

Revise Chart of Accounts to reflect more simple structure (three
levels of accounts, not five);

Underway
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Prepare proper Note for the financial statements for Property,
Plant, and Equipment that includes a roll forward of the balance
from January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2017. Separate land
and buildings, calculate depreciation for relevant assets and
determine net value. Prepare and post any adjusting entries to
reflect proper values and depreciation expense.
Set up Fixed Asset Register based on information provided by
Administration Department or other relevant departments.

Not started

• Update list based on financial statement presentational

preferences
Update list based on IFRS analysis and any changes in
accounting policy (e.g., depreciation for buildings)
Develop sufficient number of accounting test scenarios
(e.g., add fixed asset revaluation; verify whether a report can be
produced that can be included in financial statements)

• Cash and Cash Equivalents
• PP&E

September 2018

Appendix V. Balance Sheet Presentation with IMF Accounts

Quota

ASSETS

SDRs
44,200,000

US Dollars
64,159,231

Somalia
Statement of Position
As of January 31, 2018
SDR/US Dollar
Local Currency
LIABILITIES
1,442,563,454,842
IMF Current Accounts
Securities
No. 1 Account
No. 2 Account
Currency Valuation Accounts

US Dollars

Local Currency

128,563
44,066,254
6,345
1,395

186,618
63,965,090
9,210
2,025

4,195,909,422
1,438,198,362,266
207,089,719
45,555,708

Total Current Accounts due to IMF

44,202,557

64,162,943

1,442,646,917,115

Borrowings (Principle)
GRA
Stand-by Arrangements
Contingency and Compensatory
Total GRA Borrowings

67,720,000
28,530,000
96,250,000

98,300,071
41,413,187
139,713,258

2,210,189,981,038
931,138,809,200
3,141,328,790,238

Other
Trust Fund
SAF
Total Other Borrowings

6,460,000
8,840,000
15,300,000

9,377,118
12,831,846
22,208,965

124,282,569
2,256,608
973,966
26,967
127,540,110

180,404,390
3,275,616
1,413,776
39,144
185,132,927

423,084
4,117
3,010
430,211

614,134
5,976
4,369
624,480

46,462,893
86,543
46,549,436

67,443,970
125,623
67,569,593

330,272,314

479,412,165

Charges (Interest and Special Charges)
Overdue Interest and Special Charges
GRA borrowings
SAF and Trust Fund Interest
SAF special charges
Trust Fund special charges
Total Overdue Interest and Special Charges
Accrued Interest and Charges
GRA borrowings
SAF
Trust Fund
Total Accrued Interest and Charges
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)
SDR Holdings (International Reserves)
Accrued Interest on SDR Holdings
Total SDR Holdings

18,148,829
33,803
62,382,632

26,344,229
49,067
90,552,527

Total Assets
Exchange Rate USD/SDR: I USD =
Exchange Rate SDR/Somali Schillings =

106,582,632
0.688911
0.000030639900

154,711,758
4/4/18

1,442,563,454,842

-223,689,682

-324,700,407

-3,141,412,252,511

Net Effect (Assets-Liabilities)

Note: The functional and presentational currency for Somalia is the U.S. dollar.

Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)
SDR Allocation
Accrued Charges on SDR Allocations
Total SDR Allocation
Total Liabilities Due to the IMF
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SDRs

4,583,975,707,353

Appendix VI. Audit Program
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Appendix VII. Guidance Note on Currency in Circulation
Introduction
Issuing currency is one of the core activities of a central bank. Most central banks issue banknotes
and coins while a few only issue banknotes as the coins are placed in circulation through the central
bank on behalf of the Treasury. This guidance assumes the central bank issues both banknotes and
coins, so, further reference will be to banknotes.
Banknotes will take on two different “lives” and represent either:
•
•

Currency in Circulation (CIC), which is a liability for a central bank and includes the total
banknotes issued by the central bank 1; or
“Simple paper”, which are held by the central bank as inventory, and does not represent a liability
but obviously possess a very special value.

The framework for accounting for CIC consists of three elements:
•
•
•

Recording the transactions that reflect the life cycle of CIC in the financial statements;
Recording the cost of the printing or minting of banknotes in the financial statements; and
Controlling the inventory of the “simple paper” or banknotes that have not been placed in
circulation or have been withdrawn from circulation by recording related transactions in offbalance sheet accounts.

The accounting for CIC will reflect the various stages of the CIC life cycle which holds true for other
operations in the central bank:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

1

Printing process;
Receiving new banknotes in the central bank from the printing company and storing in the central
bank vaults;
Placing Banknotes into circulation;
Withdrawing Banknotes from circulation;
Counting and sorting used banknotes;
a. Good for recirculation
b. Non-suitable for recirculation
c. Counterfeit banknotes
Destruction of banknotes non-suitable for recirculation;
Transferring currency to branches; and
Printing cost.

Banknotes are considered a financial asset under the IFRS conceptual framework; however, IFRS does not address CIC
which is an activity unique to central banks. It is accepted practice that CIC is recognized as a liability among central
banks since it creates an obligation of the central bank to the banknote holder.
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Accounting
The following journal entries relate to each stage of the life cycle and reflect the three elements in the
framework referred to above.
A. Printing process
There are no accounting entries recorded at the initial stage of the life cycle as this normally
occurs external to the central bank.
B. Reception of new banknotes in the central bank from the printing company (stored in vault)
Record in “control accounts” that are maintained off-balance sheet since the banknotes are
“simply paper” at this point. See discussion below on Control Accounts.
CONTROL ACCOUNTS – OFF BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS (NON-REFLECTED IN THE
PUBLIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)
Debit
Credit
Notes on hand
XXXX
Notes on existence
XXXX
To reflect the total face value of the new printing banknotes stored in central bank vaults.

C. Placing banknotes in circulation
Debit
Credit
Accounts receivable
XXX
Currency in circulation
XXXX
To reflect the obligation of the central bank when the Banknotes are place in circulation. CIC is a
liability account. Account Receivable represents consideration received for currency (usually
another currency)
CONTROL ACCOUNTS – OFF BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS (NON-REFLECTED IN THE
PUBLIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Debit
Credit
Notes on existence
XXXX
Notes on hand
XXXX
To reflect the reduction of the Banknotes held in the vault of the Central Bank

D. Withdrawing banknotes from circulation
Debit
Credit
Currency in circulation
XXX
Accounts payable
XXXX
To reflect the decrease in a central bank’s obligation or liability when banknotes are withdrawn
from circulation.
CONTROL ACCOUNTS – OFF BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS (NON-REFLECTED IN THE
PUBLIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Debit
Credit
Notes on hand
XXXX
Notes on existence
XXXX
To reflect the increase of the banknotes held in the vault of the Central Bank
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E. Counting and sorting used banknotes withdrawn from circulation
Banknotes that are withdrawn from circulation and returned to the central bank will cleaned,
sorted and classified and possibly destroyed. This is an activity conducted by the cash
management function. The banknotes that are not destroyed will remain in the vault of the central
bank. These notes are considered “pending to be classified and counted.
Most central banks have agreements with commercial banks to process the notes and consider the
treatment of possible differences between the amount declared by the commercial bank and the
final result after the counting and sorting.
In addition, central banks may use single or multiple vaults for storing banknotes and when
banknotes are returned from circulation they may or may not be considered under the central
bank’s control. If multiple vaults are used, the central bank will need to devise a system to control
the returns.
Control accounts may be used for these operations:
•
•
•

Notes on hand - Pending to be counted and sorted and the contra-account.
Notes in existence - Pending to be counted and sorted.
Both accounts will reflect the same outstanding balance.

The banknotes deemed to be fit to be recirculated need to be reflected in the control accounts:
“Notes on hand” and “Notes on existence”. The banknotes classified as not deemed to be fit to
recirculate also need to be reflected through the accounts.
The result of the counting normally reflects three different situations:
•
•
•

Banknotes fit to be recirculated so they will need to be stored in the vaults pending
circulation.
Banknotes not suitable to continuous in circulation, and they have to be stored pending to be
destroyed.
Banknotes suspicious of being counterfeit need to be analyzed. Normally the agreements with
commercial banks indicate that the banknotes deemed to be counterfeit are not accepted as
valid and will be destroyed. They need to be stored pending a further analysis.

F. Banknotes in transit
These are banknotes outside the central bank, but under its control. For example, banknotes in
transit between branches are considered as banknotes in the vault of the central bank and
consequently are not considered CIC and thus no liability will need to be recorded. Only entries in
off-balance sheet accounts reflecting the “on transit” should be made.
G. Accounting for the printing cost
The cost of banknotes (“currency not yet placed in circulation”) should be expensed as the
banknotes are placed into circulation in accordance with the accrual concept of accounting (the
“inventory approach”). Under this approach, the central bank will need to start maintaining
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inventory records for banknotes (by denomination) using either the first-in/first-out (FIFO) or
weighted average cost method for determining cost.
The central bank will record inventory when shipments are received:
Inventory
Accounts payable
To reflect the total of printing cost due

Debit
XXX

Credit
XXXX

Upon each issuance of banknotes into circulation, the central bank will recognize the expense of
the printing cost associated with the banknotes.
Debit
Credit
Banknotes printing cost expense
XXX
Inventory
XXXX
To recognize the expense after banknotes are issued into circulation.

Given that the CBS will be issuing the first new notes into circulation very rapidly (during an
‘introduction period’), this would support a policy that would effectively establish a deferred asset
for those notes issued into circulation during the introduction period and amortize the production
cost of these notes over a reasonable ‘useful’ life. Thus, instead of recognizing the production
costs of the notes issued initially during the introduction period as an expense all at once, the
printing expense would be amortized over a reasonable amount of time—e.g, four years—thus
smoothing the expense recognition over the period in which the benefit is obtained. The
‘introduction period’ could be defined as the lesser of (i) the timeframe over which the CBS
expects to issue approximately 90 percent of its target level of notes; and (ii) one year. For this
amortization of the deferred asset, the sum-of-years digits cost formula could be used and a
notional banknote asset or deferred cost account would be created which would then be charged
for the expense over the four year period. The sum-of-years digit formula is recommended as it
will provide a smooth expense profile over the period as replacement notes begin to be introduced
in years subsequent to the initial introduction. All new notes issued into circulation after the initial
introduction on a regular basis would be accounted for under the inventory approach described
above.
H. Use of “Control” accounts
These accounts are normally off- balance sheet accounts and not reflected in the public financial
statements. The accounts only reflect the banknotes that are physically inside the central bank.
The central bank needs to “control” the inventory of notes.
•
•
•
•

Notes on hand. Reflect the asset side of the off- balance sheet account.
Notes in existence (in vaults). Reflect the liability side of the off-balance sheet account.
Both accounts, Notes on hand and Notes in existence, off-set each other so if one is debited
the other must be credited by the same amount, and vice versa.
Notes on hand and Notes in existence can be split into sub accounts to reflect the existences of
different banknotes distributed by face value.
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•

Normally at the end of each working day, a single entry either increasing or decreasing the
banknotes in the central bank must be made to reflect the total movements of banknotes
during the day.

Other examples that reflect the period of time the banknotes are inside the central bank will
include: banknotes pending to be sorted and classified; banknotes pending to be destroyed; and
banknotes in transit.
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Appendix VIII. Foreign Currency Operations
Description
Currently the CBS is conducting operations using a single currency, the USD, so this can also be
considered their functional currency as it is used in the vast majority of the transactions. In the near
future with the introduction of a national currency in Somalia, the USD should not be the functional
currency. At that time, cross-currency, or foreign currency operations will increase.
A simple definition of cross-currency operation is the use of two foreign currencies to complete an
operation. In the future, the CBS will receive funds in accounts in USD, EUR, GBP or others that will
need to be converted to other currencies. As an example, the CBS can initiate a transfer of funds in
EUR using an USD account, or can receive some funds in EUR to credit an account in USD.
Basic assumption
As explained in other documents connected to forex operations, the CBS should establish a source
and criteria to determine the rate of exchange to use in forex operations to obtain an equivalent in
local currency. In the case of operations involving two foreign currencies, it is necessary to establish
an additional condition to register the operation.
If we follow the normal rules to transform foreign currency into domestic currency for the two
currencies of the operation, the rate of exchange will vary each time. For this reason, it is necessary to
establish a rule to obtain the cross/currency rate.
A proposal to consider, as reference, is the price in term of domestic currency of one of the foreign
currency involved in the operation, and with the amount of local currency equivalent to the foreign
currency to obtain the rate of exchange that permit transform the foreign currency into local currency.
We can consider the currency purchased as Leg 1, and the currency sold as Leg 2. As an example, we
will consider the rate associated with selling currency as the relevant rate, in our example, Leg 2.
Example
The CBS receives two statements from different correspondent commercial banks, one in USD and
other in EUR, both operations are linked.
The amounts that appear in the statements are the following:
Statement 1. Account in USD, transfer received on behalf of CBS 100 USD, IN-PURCHASE
Statement 2. Account in EUR, withdrawn from the CBS account, to send to the correspondent
in USD 85 EUR, OUR-SALE
To transform into local currency (85 EUR), it is necessary to consider the local rules. According to
those rules, the relevant rate of exchange is 20 units of local currency is equivalent to 1 EUR.
In terms of local currency, the amount is an OUT of (20 * 85 = 1,700)
With this, the amount of IN in terms of local currency for the received transfer of 100 USD is,
17 units of local currency per 1 USD.
The transformation of USD is an IN of (1,700 = 100 x 17)
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Examples of entries
All the monetary holdings of a single foreign currency (FC) must be considered as a fungible item
and all of them have the same cost, without considering the nature of the account that reflect those
holdings, as examples, accounts in correspondent banks, investments (deposits, securities, loans, and
so on and so for.
The holdings in FC and the cost of the holdings must be maintained in a separate register with the
capacity to determine the holdings, the cost, and the gain or loss of the operation.
Date
02-01-2001

Accounts
Accounts in Foreign Currency
Any account in FC
Purchase of 25 units of FC
Accounts in LC

Debit

Credit
300

300

The operation reflects the purchase of FC, as example, a transfer received in a
correspondent bank in FC, the credit account reflects the reception of the purchase
and the final destination of the funds, as example a Government account.
The rate of exchange used to determine the amount in LC of the FC purchases
according to local rules.
Date
04-01-2001

Accounts
Accounts in LC
Profit and loss for the current year
Accounts in Foreign Currency
Any account in FC
Sale of 20 units of FC

Debit

Credit
220
20
240

The operation reflects the sale of FC, as example, a transfer sent to a customer in FC,
the credit account reflects the exit of the funds in our correspondent bank, and the
debit the charge of those funds in the sender, as example a Government account that
gives the order to pay an amount in FC through the Central Bank accounts.
The second debit account reflects the gain/loss of the operation, according to the
calculations and explanations (see documents 1 and 2).
The rate of exchange used to determine the amount in LC of the FC sales according to
local rules.
Date
09-01-2001

Accounts
Accounts in Foreign Currency
Any account in FC
Purchase of 1.000 units of FC
Accounts in LC
Any account in LC

Debit
13.000

Credit

The operation reflects the purchase of FC.
The rate of exchange used to determine the amount in LC of the FC purchases
according to local rules.

13.000
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Date
09-01-2001

Accounts
Accounts in LC
Profit and loss for the current year
Accounts in Foreign Currency
Any account in FC
Sale of 99 units of FC

Debit
1.188
99

Credit

1.287

The operation reflects the sale of FC.
The second debit account reflects the gain/loss of the operation, according to the
calculations and explanations (see documents 1 and 2).
The rate of exchange used to determine the amount in LC of the FC sales according to
local rules.
Date
10-01-2001

Accounts
Accounts in Foreign Currency
Any account in FC
Purchase of 100 units of FC
Accounts in LC
Any account in LC

Debit
1.200

Credit

1.200

The operation reflects the purchase of FC.
The rate of exchange used to determine the amount in LC of the FC purchases
according to local rules.
Date
10-01-2001

Accounts
Accounts in LC
Accounts in Foreign Currency
Any account in FC
Sale of 120 units of FC

Debit
1.800

Profit and loss for the current

Credit
1.457,43

342,57

year
The operation reflects the sale of FC, the amount, is the cost of the purchases of the
day, plus, the net sale of 20 multiplied by the average cost of holdings.
The second credit account reflects the gain/loss of the operation, according to the
calculations and explanations (see documents 1 and 2).
The rate of exchange used to determine the amount in LC of the FC sales according to
local rules.

Forex calculations spreadsheet – Explanatory notes
The spreadsheet reflects the movements of Monetary foreign currency and how to convert those
movements into local currency. The method to calculate the cost of the holdings and the exchange
gain or loss is the Weighted average cost formula, according to IAS 2 Inventories.
This document is organized as follows:
A.
B.
C.

Basic definitions
Previous considerations
Explanation of the columns and in/outs and the spreadsheet
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Basic definitions (IAS 21. The effects of changes in foreign exchange rates:
8

21

22
23
28

Spot exchange rate is the exchange rate for immediate delivery.
Closing rate is the spot exchange rate at the end of the reporting period.
Exchange difference is the difference resulting from translating a given number of units of one
currency into another currency at different exchange rates.
Exchange rate is the ratio of exchange for two currencies.
Monetary items are units of currency held and assets and liabilities to be received or paid in a
fixed or determinable number of units of currency.
A foreign currency transaction shall be recorded, on initial recognition in the functional currency,
by applying to the foreign currency amount the spot exchange rate between the functional
currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.
The date of a transaction is the date on which the transaction first qualifies for recognition in
accordance with IFRS.
At the end of each reporting period:
(a) foreign currency monetary items shall be translated using the closing rate.
Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or on translating monetary
items at rates different from those at which they were translated on initial recognition during the
period or in previous financial statements shall be recognized in profit or loss in the period in
which they arise, except as described in Para. 32.

Previous considerations
Source of rates of exchange
It is necessary to establish a source of information to serve as repository of data. It is advisable to
obtain a source easily accessible and reliable. As an example, the European Central Bank provides
daily rate of exchange of the Euro versus the most frequent trades currencies.
Basic conventions
Normally operations in the foreign market have some conventions to stablish the settlement date and
the trade date. The trade date is the date in which the operation was conducted, and settlement date is
the date in which the operation is completely fulfilled. A normal convention in forex transactions is
“Settlement date = Date trade + 2 (working days)”, other possibilities could be considered.
Other agreements to determine the date to obtain the rate of exchange can be considered, in
operations with special customers (treasury, employees).
Number of decimal positions when the rate of exchange is calculated.
In some occasions the rate of exchange for purchase or for sales are not the same and are included
surcharges for the sales to obtain a gain in sales operations. This normally involves some
discretionally and the gains obtained are very small.
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Explanation of the columns and in/outs and the spreadsheet
Date
Accounting date. As this is a simple spreadsheet, the rest of relevant dates for the determination of
cost of inventories, should be considered outside this spreadsheet, as example, settlement date,
transaction date, and so on and so for, In an accounting date can be included more than one operation
in forex with different settlement dates and for any of them should be included the rate of exchange to
determine the total foreign currency to transform in local currency. The most noticeable could be a
transaction not received in the central bank and posted in the accounts in a later moment in time.
Holdings
a. (2) initial and (16) final FC Inventories in Foreign currency. The total inventories in one single
currency (monetary items) as example, total inventories of EUR.
b. (3) initial and (17) final LC. Holdings of foreign currency valuated in local currency.
c. (4) initial and (18) final rate. Is the result of the division between LC and FC.
(4) = (3) / (2)
(18) = (17) / (16)
The operation changes depending if the rate of exchange is direct or indirect, but the sense is the
same.
IN Purchases
d. (5) FC. It determines one of the data in the spreadsheet, this amount is normally reflected in the
statement of the forex correspondent (as example a transfer received in a foreign commercial
bank).
e. (7) Rate. The rate of exchange to convert foreign currency into local currency, According to the
source of information.
f. (6) LC. It is the result of multiply (7) Rate by (5) FC and represents the transformation of the IN
Purchase in Local currency, If there is in the same day more than one operation, according to the
rules to determine the rate to apply, more than one rate of exchange can be applied. An adequate
registry of all the operations performed should be maintained.
(6) = (7) x (5)
Out Sales
g. (8) FC It determines one of the data in the spreadsheet, this amount is normally reflected in the
statement of the forex correspondent (as example a transfer sent to a foreign commercial bank)
h. (10) Rate. The rate of exchange to convert foreign currency into local currency, According to the
source of information.
i. (9 ) LC It is the result of multiply (10) Rate by (8) FC and represents the transformation of the
OUT Sales in Local currency, If there is in the same day more than one operation, according to
the rules to determine the rate to apply, more than one rate of exchange can be applied, an
adequate registry of all the operations performed should be maintained.
Net In-Out
j. Column (11) is used to determine the total amount of FC that has to be included into the holdings,
if column (5) is bigger than (8) or detracted from the holdings, if there is a Sale net (8) bigger than
(5),
(11) = (5) – (8)
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k. Column (12) is used to determine the total amount of LC that has to be included or deducted from
the holdings.
The formula is
If Purchase > = Sales, total purchases in LC minus Sales in FC transformed in LC with the
average rate of purchases.
If Purchases < Sales, the net sales multiplied by the average rate of exchange in column 4.
If Purchases = Sales in LC are equal at Purchases in LC.
Cost of Sales Net
l. Column (13) is used to determine the cost of the total amount of sales. The sales of the day, first
are compared with the purchases of the day, to determine the gain or loss within the day, and later
on if there are more sales, they are compared with the average cost at the beginning of that day to
register the total gain or loss of the day.
If purchase >= sales, the total of sales is compared with the purchases of the day.
If purchases < sales, the cost of sales is formed by two amounts, the first is the total amount of
purchases of the day in LC and the second is the difference between purchases and sales in Forex
(the sales net), multiplied by the average rate of exchange at the beginning of the day.
Gains/Losses
m. Column (14) shows the gain/loss of the day.
If column (11) is a purchase net, the gain or the loss is the difference between the rate of purchase
and the rate of sale multiplied by the FC sold. The first comparison to calculate the gain or the
loss is to compare the price of purchases and the price of sales.
If FC purchase > FC sold, net gain or loss is (rate of purchases – rates of sales) multiplied by the
FC sold.
If column (11) is a sale net, the gain or the loss is the total of two different amounts, the first is the
comparation between the rate of the purchase for that day and the rate of sales for that date for the
sales than are equals in FC to the purchases, and the difference between the rate of exchange of
the rest of the sales compared with the average cost at the beginning of that day.
If FC purchases < FC sold, net gain or loss is (rate of purchases – rates of sales) multiplied by the
FC purchases, plus, (rate of sales – average holdings rate at the beginning of that day) multiplied
by the net sales FC.
Accumulated gain or loss for the year.
n. Column (14) Is the accumulation of gains and losses for the current year.

Explanation of Some of the Lines
01-01-01. Reflect the holdings at the beginning of the exercise, amount in FC and in LC are data and the rate of exchange is a calculation (4) = (3)/ (2)
Columns (2), (3) and (4) reflect the information at the beginning of that day. Column (5) is data and represents the total of purchases on that day. Column (7) reflects
the rate of exchange for that day, according to the conventions used in the central bank. Column (6) is the calculation in LC , (6) = (5) * (7)
Columns (11) and (12) reflect the Net Purchase.

01-01-03.

Columns (2), (3) and (4) reflect the information at the beginning of that day. Columns (16), (17) and (18) reflect the information at the end of that day. Column (16) is
the sum of previous holdings and net purchase of the day. Column (17) is the sum of previous holdings and net purchase of the day. Column (18) is the new rate of
exchange after the purchases. THE AVERAGE RATE OF EXCHANGE CHANGES WHEN THERE ARE PURCHASES NET AND REMAIN CONSTANT WHEN
THERE ARE SALES NET.
New Purchase and equal treatment

01-01-04.

Column (8) is a data and represents the total of sales of that day. Column (10) reflects the rate of exchange for that day (for the sales, it can be the same that for the
purchases, to follow the examples different rates of exchanges have been used) according to the conventions used in the central bank. Column (9) is a calculation in LC,
(9) = (8) * (10)
Column (11) is the sale net of the day. Column (12) represents the transformation in LC of the FC sold, on that day there is not any purchase, and for this reason, all the
sales have to be valuated at average cost of the holdings, to determine the amount to deduct from previous holdings and to determine the gain or loss of the day.
The sale of that day is 20, and the rate 11,00000, the LC is (20 * 11 = 220), compared with the holdings (20 * 12 (average cost) = 240) represents a net out of 240 and a
net loss of 20 (column (14)

01-01-05.

Sale net

01-01-06.

Sale net

01-01-07.

Sale net

01-01-08.

In this line there is a purchase and a sale for the same amount, the result in FC net is zero and in LC, the cost of sales (12,75) is 12, (the purchase price) and the gain or
loss, is 0,75, the difference between the purchase price and the sale price.

01-01-09.

The purchase is FC 1.000 and LC 13.000; the sale is FC 99 and LC 1.188, the net in-out is FC 901 and LC 11.713. (901 * 13); the gain or loss of the day is -99 (99 *
(12-13)

01-01-10.

Similar operations till the end of the year

01-12-31.

Holdings at year end, FC 621, LC 7.946,80 Rate of exchange 12,796778.
Rate of exchange al the year end (closing rate) is, according to the convention established in the central bank is 13, the valuation at the year-end is
(621 * 13,10 = 8.135,10), and the difference with the holdings in LC 7.946,80 is the revaluation at the year-end,188,30.
The holdings carried on to the following year are in FC 621, and in LC 8.135,10 with a rate of exchange of 13,10
The year 2002 presents the same type of operations, and at the year-end the holdings are in FC 610 and in LC 7.761,63, with the average rate of exchange, 12,723978;
and the closing rate of exchange 12,40, this involves a loss of 197,63. (610 *(12,40 – 12,723978)) = -197,63
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01-01-02.

Appendix IX. Average Method of Calculating the Exchange Rate for Foreign Currency Transactions
Date

FC

Initial Holdings
LC
Rate

FC

IN Purchases
LC
Rate

FC

OUT SALES
LC

Rates

84.00 14.000000

NET IN-OUT
FC
LC
6.00

FC

Final Holdings
LC
Rate

Cost of sales
NETS
0.00

Gains
Loss
6.00

Accumulated
Gains/Losses

1/19/2001

759.00

9,711.54 12.795172

12.00

156.00 13.000000

6.00

78.00

765.00

9,789.54 12.796778

12/31/2001

765.00

9,789.54 12.796778

100.00

1,150.00 11.500000

244.00

3,172.00 13.000000 -144.00 -1,842.74

621.00

7,946.80 12.796778

2,992.74 179.26

411.55 accumulated during the year

232.29

year-end
new-year

621.00

7,946.80 12.796778

621.00

8,135.10 13.100000 -621.00 -7,946.80

621.00

8,135.10 13.100000

7,946.80 188.30

188.30 revaluation at the year end

1/1/2002

621.00

8,135.10 13.100000

200.00

2,246.00 11.230000

100.00

1,400.00 14.000000 100.00

1,123.00

721.00

9,258.10 12.840638

0.00 277.00

1/2/2002

721.00

9,258.10 12.840638

120.00

1,608.00 13.400000

120.00

1,350.00 11.250000

0.00

0.00

721.00

9,258.10 12.840638

1,608.00 -258.00

19.00

1/3/2002

721.00

9,258.10 12.840638

234.00

2,808.00 12.000000

290.00

3,575.70 12.330000

-56.00

-719.08

665.00

8,539.02 12.840638

3,527.08

67.62

45.00

48.62

1/4/2002

665.00

8,539.02 12.840638

190.00

2,090.00 11.000000

145.00

1,798.00 12.400000

495.00

710.00

9,034.02 12.723978

0.00 203.00

12/31/2002

710.00

9,034.02 12.723978

228.00

2,565.00 11.250000

328.00

4,132.80 12.600000 -100.00 -1,272.40

610.00

7,761.63 12.723978

3,837.40 295.40

year-end

610.00

7,761.63 12.723978

610.00

7,564.00 12.400000 -610.00 -7,761.63

610.00

7,564.00 12.400000

7,761.63 -197.63

277.00

270.62
566.03 accumulated during the year
-197.63 revaluation at the year end

new-year
610.00

7,564.00 12.400000

136.00

1,632.00 12.000000

89.00

1,085.80 12.200000

47.00

564.00

657.00

8,128.00 12.371385

0.00

17.80

657.00

8,128.00 12.371385

26.00

309.14 11.890000

56.00

672.00 12.000000

-30.00

-371.14

627.00

7,756.86 12.371385

680.28

-8.28

17.80
9.52

1/3/2003

627.00

7,756.86 12.371385

224.00

2,688.00 12.000000

224.00

2,665.60 11.900000

0.00

0.00

627.00

7,756.86 12.371385

2,688.00

-22.40

-12.88

1/4/2003

627.00

7,756.86 12.371385

100.00

1,200.00 12.000000

100.00

1,300.00 13.000000

0.00

0.00

627.00

7,756.86 12.371385

1,200.00 100.00

87.12

1/5/2003

627.00

7,756.86 12.371385

226.00

2,712.00 12.000000

224.00

3,158.40 14.100000

2.00

24.00

629.00

7,780.86 12.370204

0.00 470.40

557.52

1/6/2003

629.00

7,780.86 12.370204

1.00

13.00 13.000000

2.00

30.00 15.000000

-1.00

-12.37

628.00

7,768.49 12.370204

25.37

4.63

562.15

1/7/2003

628.00

7,768.49 12.370204

2.00

24.00 12.000000

1.00

13.00 13.000000

1.00

12.00

629.00

7,780.49 12.369616

0.00

1.00

563.15

100.00

1,200.00 12.000000

100.00

1,250.00 12.500000

0.00

0.00

629.00

7,780.49 12.369616

1,200.00

50.00

613.15

0.00 12.120000

224.00

2,464.00 11.000000 -224.00 -2,770.79

405.00

5,009.69 12.369616

2,770.79 -306.79

306.35

1/8/2003

629.00

7,780.49 12.369616

1/9/2003

629.00

7,780.49 12.369616

1/10/2003

405.00

5,009.69 12.369616

1.00

12.25 12.250000

2.00

-12.37

404.00

4,997.32 12.369616

0.18

306.53

1/11/2003

404.00

4,997.32 12.369616

1.00

11.00 11.000000

159.00

2,067.00 13.000000 -158.00 -1,954.40

246.00

3,042.93 12.369616

1,965.40 101.60

408.14

233.00

3,262.00 14.000000

224.00

2,800.00 12.500000

255.00

3,168.93 12.427159

0.00 -336.00

72.14

1/12/2003

246.00

3,042.93 12.369616

1/13/2003

255.00

3,168.93 12.427159

24.80 12.400000

-1.00
9.00

126.00

24.62
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Appendix X. Transitioning to IFRS
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Appendix XI. Internal Audit Training
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